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NEW QUESTION: 1
OAM-OAAM basic integration, which is a native integration, requires the OAM server and OAAM
admin
server in the same access management domain.
Which two statements are true in the case of OAM-OAAM basic integration?
A. The Knowledge-Based Authentication (KBA) challenge mechanism is available in this
integration.
B. The OAAM extension libraries are bundled with the OAM server.
C. This is a unique case in which OAAM data in stored in the OAM schema.
D. The OAAM Managed Server needs to be configured in a separate domain.
E. Supported agents for this deployment are WebGate 10g and 11g.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer needs a solution that will maintain data availability in their campus location.
They require a multi-node system that can sustain multiple failures, including a full building
outage.
Which HPE storage platform meets the customer's needs?
A. MSA
B. StoreVirtual
C. Nimble
D. StoreEasy
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements concerning user master records in AS ABAP- based

SAP systems are correct?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. One or more roles can be assigned to a user master record.
B. A single authorization value can be assigned to a user master record.
C. An authorization object can be assigned to a user master record.
D. One or more authorization profiles can be assigned to a user master record.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Company XYZ finds itself using more cloud-based business tools, and password management is
becoming onerous. Security is important to the company; as a result, password replication and
shared accounts are not acceptable. Which of the following implementations addresses the
distributed login with centralized authentication and has wide compatibility among SaaS
vendors?
A. Establish a cloud-based authentication service that supports SAML.
B. Allow external connections to the existing corporate RADIUS server.
C. Install a read-only Active Directory server in the corporate DMZ for federation.
D. Implement a new Diameter authentication server with read-only attestation.
Answer: A
Explanation:
There is widespread adoption of SAML standards by SaaS vendors for single sign-on identity
management, in response to customer demands for fast, simple and secure employee,
customer and partner access to applications in their environments.
By eliminating all passwords and instead using digital signatures for authentication and
authorization of data access, SAML has become the Gold Standard for single sign-on into cloud
applications. SAML-enabled SaaS applications are easier and quicker to user provision in
complex enterprise environments, are more secure and help simplify identity management
across large and diverse user communities.
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an XML-based, open-standard data format for
exchanging authentication and authorization data between parties, in particular, between an
identity provider and a service provider.
The SAML specification defines three roles: the principal (typically a user), the Identity provider
(IdP), and the service provider (SP). In the use case addressed by SAML, the principal requests a
service from the service provider. The service provider requests and obtains an identity
assertion from the identity provider. On the basis of this assertion, the service provider can
make an access control decision - in other words it can decide whether to perform some service
for the connected principal.
Incorrect Answers:
B: Diameter authentication server with read-only attestation is not a solution that has wide
compatibility among SaaS vendors.
C: The question states that password replication is not acceptable. A read-only Active Directory
server in the corporate DMZ would involve password replication.
D: Allowing external connections to the existing corporate RADIUS server is not a secure
solution. It is also not a solution that has wide compatibility among SaaS vendors.
References:
https://www.onelogin.com/company/press/press-releases/97-percent-of-saas-vendors-backin
g-saml-based-single-sign-on
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_Assertion_Markup_Language
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